
TOKEN DISTRIBUTION AND 
VESTING FOR PROJECTS



Distribute tokens to private 
sale investors with Unvest
 No-code required





Fully customizable
 Works on any EVM Chain
You can even distribute 
across Multiple Chains
ALREADY LIVE on ETH/BSC/Polygon
Can be deployed to any other EVM or L2 for free, on request

(Avax, Fantom, Moonriver, Moonbeam etc.)



Any vesting schedules 
you want

Sends both locked and 
unlocked tokens

All with a few clicks

Then a few transactions 
in Metamask



Free to use, no hidden fees
No Lock-in or exclusivity
Free Exposure & Marketing
Self-service, point & click
Already live & battle tested



Every token
launch is stressful
(trust us)



...not with Unvest
 Using Unvest:
= One less thing to worry about
= Your devs can focus elsewhere



 Your locked tokens are
automatically compatible with...



This means folks can trade their locked 
tokens (LVTs), without affecting the 

price of your unlocked token



ECONOMIC BENEFIT #1

Early investors can sell
during vesting, this raises the 
floor price and lowers the sell 
pressure when unlocks arrive



ECONOMIC BENEFIT #2

When an early investor sells 
locked tokens using Unvest, it has 
ZERO DOWNWARD EFFECT on your 
Uniswap/Pancake/CEX price  



ECONOMIC BENEFIT #3

Because locked allocations are 
tokenized, you can incentivize 
investors to swap their LVTs for 
longer LVTs, if you want to 
seamlessly extend vesting



ECONOMIC BENEFIT #4

You can use LVTs as a reward token 
for staking or liquidity farming
= even less sell pressure



ECONOMIC BENEFIT #5

Tokens are removed from circulation 
for longer periods of time when they 
are collected as transaction fees 
and farmed out to stakers



What’s in it for Unvest?

Simple.

If your early investors trade 
locked tokens during vesting,
they pay a small transaction

fee on each trade.



We 💙 Launchpads

Unvest’s platform works great 
with launchpads, even those 

that use custom smart 
contracts to handle their 

distribution 
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